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process (all) is
variable ProductxD : unsigned(2*NIN-1 downto 0);
variable YMuxxD : unsigned(2*NIN+3 downto 0);
begin
YxDN <= YxDP; 

if StatexDN = RUNNING then
ProductxD := XxDP * CxDP;
if StartAccuxD = '1' then
YMuxxD := (others => '0‘);

else
YMuxxD := YxDP;

end if;
YxDN <= YMuxxD + ProductxD;

end if;
end process;
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check node bases on three different cells: one cell contains one BCS-element, another cell two 

input and two output registers, and the third cell eight XOR-gates. The number of registers 

and XOR-gates per cell is chosen so that the size of these cells equals the size of one BCS-

cell. Considering a check-node degree of dC = 32, the node consists of 90 BCS-cells, 16 

register cells, and eight XOR-gate cells. 

 

Fig. 6-2 Check-node structure 

Fig. 6-3 illustrates the schematic and the physically optimized layout of the BCS-cell. In 

addition to the standard design rules, the layout follows DFM rules as e.g. the poly silicon is 

arranged periodically without any jogs. The cell occupies a silicon area of about 12 µm
2
. The 

layouts of the two other cells are physically optimized following the same DFM rules, as well.  

 
 

a) Schematic b) Layout 

Fig. 6-3 Physically optimized BCS-cell 

The next step in the design flow is the generation of the check-node layout by combining 

multiple instances of the three different leaf cells. Therefore, the data-path-generator 

presented in [60] is used. Thereby, the placement of each individual cell instance highly 
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